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Two Sailing Wait (1/4)

On the edge of an industrial shoreline sits a waiting room.
Against the quiet of the night, its fluorescent lights hum sharply
like a mosquito in the ear. The room is a glowing beacon of warmth
in the night, a shelter from the cold gusts of wind that twist off
the ocean, coating bodies in salt and sea mist as rain falls from
the sky. Inside the room, bogged-down bodies wrapped up in
polyurethane raincoats carry groceries in bags that strain under
their own weight. Back muscles ache beneath backpacks burdened
with the daily necessities that one must carry traveling from
island to island: granola bars, reusable water bottles, notebooks,
sweaters, spare socks, and cell phone chargers. Commuters,
travellers and freighters cross waterways at various points
between islands. This network of movement exhausts the landscape
with gasoline, building materials, and fast-food packaging,
leaving marks of human excess upon the land. Water in all
directions, here it is always wet.

Painted lines direct the endless repeated movements of car
traffic across great concrete slabs: the choreography of a
departing ferry. Slow flashing lights on top of buoys keep boats
4

from colliding into rock beds. The low rumbling engines of ships
in the night radiate their own currents. The sky and the ocean
echo each other’s depth and darkness. The ferry is always late in
the evening, dragging out the anticipation of getting home,
sending passengers into forced reflection. Waiting for the ferry
is time suspended forever, like waiting for a microwave to finish
heating food.
Under moonlight, from the shore across the straight, land
floats upon the water, a set of dark abstract shapes. The bright
orbs of the ferry navigation lights grow larger, like an alien
spaceship as it glides closer and closer across the sea. The
boat's silhouette can not be seen. Until the ferry embarks at its
dock, the deck lights remain off.

On Gabriola Island there are no sidewalks or streetlights. As a child growing up on the island I
used to walk through ditches that were overgrown with grass. As a teenager I remember walking
home at night from parties in complete darkness. We walked in groups down the middle of empty
forest-lined streets. I was always amazed at how quickly our eyes would adjust to being able to see
under the moonlight. Sometimes we would take shortcuts and walk home through trails that would
be even darker. My favourite trail led to a huge clearing on top of a cliff overlooking the ocean. In
the distance below was a lighthouse and at a much further distance you could see Vancouver. At
night even from miles away the haze of the city's light pollution was visible against a dark sky. It is
amazing when things become more visible in the dark. Only by contrast of the night could a city so
5

far away be seen. Above it you could even see the chairlift lights from Whistler mountain, a
crooked vertical line of bright white lights hovering between the ocean and outer space. I wonder
about what can be revealed in the night: what if darkness became the light? I paint as if trying to
expose something hidden in plain sight. Something that could only be accessed under unexpected
conditions. The landscapes that I have inhabited have made me obsessed with distance, transitory
space and constructed light. The contrast of these elements have had an immense effect on my
practice and how I think about space.

Sitting on the beach in the middle of the night I watch the waves crash against a rocky shoreline.
The moon and the stars illuminate the waves. Under this light I question the insidious nature of the
city lights. By moonlight and the sound of the sea some kind of truth settles in my mind. Something
I can’t control that is in nature makes me feel that I might be being controlled outside of it.

During the year I lived on Gabriola and Vancouver Island, but I spent summers in Stockton,
California. Flying into San Francisco airport at night and seeing the endless city lights was the most
bizarre thing coming from a dark forest where you couldn’t see anything at night. There is
something opposite about these two ways of seeing. In one instance: the light is the thing that you
are looking at. In the other, the light is activating the thing that is dark. Electric lights demand
attention. They function like a distraction, dictating the entire feeling of a place. Like driving on a
dark highway and being blinded by oncoming traffic.

In his book The Exform Nicolas Bourriaud writes, “Whether on the street or in our homes,
advertising and economic information interpellate us directly as subjects of capitalist ideology- that
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is, as consumers.”1 I think about the conditions of contemporary life. I wonder how built space
subconsciously “interpellates” us into certain behaviours and projected social values. I think about
how the lines in a parking lot dictate movement versus the arrangement of furniture in a living
room. The conditions of space contribute to all aspects of life: how we move and how space
functions construct values. The places that people are a part of, whether by choice or not, begin to
shape and define their identity. The way we move around in space in life is similarly constructed to
the way a painting is constructed and how the viewer is guided to move visually throughout the
pictureplane.

Two Sailing Wait (2/4)

A lanky skater boy crosses over concrete ferry lines and over
a busy highway street. In the great field of another vast concrete
parking lot stands another beacon in the cold. A Wendy’s. He
orders a double bacon cheeseburger, frosty and fries to soothe his
hunger and fill waiting time. He carries his dinner back across
the parking lots towards the passenger ferry lounge to eat. The
Wendy’s logo distorts on the bag inside his clenched fist. In his
other hand, he holds a bright yellow soda cup, Fruitopita and
Sprite mixed together. Resting the straw between his lips, he
sucks back gently as not to choke from the combined motion of his
steps. As he pulls the straw from his lips, swamp water drips onto

1

Bourriaud, Nicolas. The Exform. Translated by Erik Butler. Brooklyn, New York: Verso, 2016. P. 68
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his green and red striped sweater. Luckily landing within the red
stripe he rubs the soda into his sweater with his sleeve. He nears
the waiting room salivating.

I wonder about the way light operates in Renaissance paintings. When referencing artwork from
the 1400s Jacqueline Lichtenstein states, “Light is not only opposed to color, it’s also distinguished
and linked to shadow. The distinction between light and shadow is theological as well as pictorial.”2
Historically the use of light in painting was often a way to represent the cultural values of a
particular time. In many cases in the past it seemed mostly representative of dominant power
structures derived from theological practices. Light in painting has often been the physical
representation of the dominant power structure in a moment as represented and propagated through
painting.

Bourriaud continues in The Exform on the concept of Phantasmagoria,
What fascinated Benjamin about Marx above all was this notion of
phantasmagoria: the fact that reified inter human relations emerge from
fetishizing idealization of commodities- that is, from a kind of collective dream.
Because monetary relations between commodities dictate relations between
human beings, phantasmagoria transforms subjects into objects; conversely, it
turns commodities into self-sufficient subjects. In this context, Marx speaks of a
‘spectral dance: things come alive and human beings stop being anything more
than ghosts of themselves. We shouldn’t forget that, etymologically,
phantasmagoria means ‘to make ghosts speak in public’.3
For me artificial lights are the physical representation of the current conditions of contemporary

2

Lichtenstein, Jacqueline. Modern Color. Painting Beyond Itself, The Medium in the Post-Medium Condition. Berlin:
Sternberg Press, 2016.p.65
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existence. Under these conditions the figures in my paintings are ghostly. In the world of my work
the light under which we all live is what connects us. Everything is inverted, darkness reveals the
light, the figures are inside out. “There is no relationship between them. Except the inner electricity
which results from the simple fact of their being crowded together”4 Their wants, needs and desires
are manipulated. They become disconnected from each other but remain loosely held together in
their spaces and under the light.

There is something sardonic and critical about depicting power structures vis a vis artificial light.
In a sense the quality of artificiality questions its own validity. What does the constructed light
make me desire? I am consumed by the beauty of city lights. They make me desire more. The light
in a movie theatre lobby makes me nostalgic. In the bar, dim lights make me hopeful for an
unexpected turn of events. Driving through the suburbs at night I feel the rhythm of the street lights
cascade over my face and across the car window. This repetition makes me hopeful for something
more than the space can offer. The figures in my paintings capture feelings of alienation illuminated
by the unnatural existential glow of constructed contemporary light. On a whole the surfaces of
each painting are slick and luminous resembling a screen-like quality of light.

Satellite Stars

Spinning bus axles propel themselves forward; the rotation of
the wheels echo the rotation of the planet. Upon the flat fields
between sprawling cities, the vastness of the sky weighs heavy on

4
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the distance that is to be crossed. The horizon line fades as the
sun slips away and all of the stars reveal themselves. Satellites
cross overhead in all directions. Their movement mimics the
passing car headlights as the greyhound carries on. A massive city
glows from afar. Cell phones illuminate the many passenger faces.
Their floating faces cut across the land on concrete highways.
Hearts carried by melodies balanced by stereo headphones bouncing
between ears, pulled apart by nostalgia and a chasing feeling
moving ever closer. The body stays still while the machine moves
so fast. Travelling under heavy bags and heavy headphone tones,
dragging myself through space. The bus stops in massive parking
lots that radiate a warm orange light against a deep blue sky.
People wait on these platforms out in these empty parking lots.
For miles there are no buildings, only cars, bodies, and lights.
The place that I think I am seeking has changed while I was away.
The person I thought I loved is actually my own voice reading
text. Unconsciously carried away by a current. Passing riptides
pull me under the surface disguised as memories. Misremembering
physicality and only remembering feeling.

“I felt like an old person with Alzheimer’s, who gets into their car to drive to the corner store,
and then forgets what they were looking for and is found driving days later, thousands of miles
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away”- Douglas Coupland 5

Memory deteriorates with time. Building up the ground of my painted space is an attempt to
synthesize my memory of the feeling of a place. The figures are rendered graphically to clearly set
them apart from the space. Much like a secondary plot in a film, the painted scenes are the
“nothing” stories happening on the periphery. The focus is the feeling of a moment. If it were to be
translated to film it would be the transitory moments where a montage of mundane scenes occur
along with a song that is meant to carry the entire energy of the film. If the narrative was the main
point of focus similar to that which would be in a film then it would be focused completely on an
action. However, my work focuses on the points of inaction in order to get to the essence of a
feeling of suspension. These peripheral stories are what carry the mood and essence of the larger
narrative. Resembling the kind of archetypes of place used in film, cinematic compositions invite
the viewer into the frame. In the experience of idle moments is where introspective feelings can
arise.

The highest point of contrast in my paintings is usually the most empty and distant within the
painted space. The foreground is packed with information, figures and objects. In Alfred
Hitchcock’s films he uses “The reverse tracking shot, which begins at the unheimlich detail and
pulls back to the over-all view of reality:...”6. This method creates disorientation similar to my
compositions with light as a visual focal point; which pulls attention away from the scene in the
foreground. For me this choice activates a metaphorical sensibility related to personal difficulties

5
6

Coupland, Douglas. Life After God. Pocket Books. New York, 1994. p.348
Žižek, Slavoj, and Richard Miller. Hitchcock. October 38 (1986): 99–111. pg. 110
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where I am unable to see conflict clearly. When reality in relationships becomes uncertain
ambivalence takes over. I think ambivalence is a coping mechanism for chaos. Immediate space can
be overwhelming; painting deep space allows room for the viewer to escape. The distance in this
compositional choice exaggerates the separation between the figures and depicted space. Making
the figures feel like ghosts, everything is transitory inside the world of my work.

Light Under Moonlight

Temporary relief comes under the hours of night as the asphalt
landscape cools like a stove element releasing the heat of the
day. Crickets chirp while warm wind tangles between palm leaves
like water rushing between fingers. The shadows of the moving
palms dance in orange street lights as projections animated across
the walls of dark homes. Inside, children climb counters
concocting sugar in various textures as food sculptures to be
devoured. For them it has been thirty days of candy, Jack in the
Box tacos, and Mountain Dew, each equipped with their own
two-pound bag of jelly bellys.

Now summer vacation fatigue sets

in, sugar-filled veins throb in their little brains. Thriving on
sleepless nights and crying through the days, these patterns
repeat infinitely. They crash on the couch between 3 and 4am. The
TV radiates in the dark living room casting light images over
their sleeping faces. Subliminal echos of late night programming
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slip through their ears. The core of culture that once lived in
television commercials replaces subconscious minds. Cassie the
rottweiler licks dried ice cream off of the face of a sleeping
girl. Summer ends with dirty fingernails and black eyes.

Distance and time

I am laying on a grass hill at night in a park in the middle of Vancouver. The city
glows around my friend and me, but the park is dark. From here we can see the stars. I
take a long drag off of a filterless joint as he says, “Look at the space between the stars.” I
burst out laughing. I am addicted to this statement, teetering on the edge of complete
stoner stupidity and a half baked pick up line. I end up thinking about it forever.

Staring up at the stars I wonder which are still there and which are ghosts. The dead stars' energy
lingers in the sky as the impression of their light travels through space. When people move through
space, there can be a sense that their energy is left behind. I envision the figures in my work as
being similarly fleeting. There is a distinct impression that their existence is temporary. The
figures' lack of gravity make the scenes feel uncertain and temporal.

Two Sailing Wait (3/4)

A young woman sits in the waiting room. Her fuchsia coloured
fur coat is damp from the misty air. She longs for the relief of
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walking through her front door and shedding the wet layers and
heavy bags that have been holding her down all day.

She sees

someone enter the passenger waiting room that had once been a
friend. In the closeness of a small community many relationships
end even as they remain physically tethered in the everyday. She
envisions herself on the last night they had spoken. Being twelve
years old, in the middle of the night she carefully sides an
overturned bucket across a rotting algae-covered deck in order to
reach his bedroom window. Balancing on her precarious set up, she
taps gently on his window. Waving enthusiastically to get his
attention, she points to 3 stolen bottles of beer that she
clutches between her small fingers in her other hand. Behind her
stood three other girls with whom she is no longer friends.

The kinds of spaces that I depict are often liminal, like waiting rooms, bus stops, and bars. Even
nighttime feels liminal, in that most of regular life is suspended. In the space of in-between times
things feel “off”. Although these spaces are so mundane as to be barely noticeable or considered,
through them a strangeness creeps into my paintings. Mark Fisher writes about “The Weird and
Eerie” in contemporary culture where he states that, “Worlds may be entirely foreign to ours, both
in terms of location and even in terms of the physical laws which govern them, without being
weird. It is the interruption into this world of something from outside which is the marker of the
weird”7 Considering this thought, the foreboding quality of liminality implies a potential

7

Fisher, Mark. The Weird and the Eerie. London: Repeater Books, 2016. pg.20
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interruption into the space which may insinuate “the weirdness” of an otherwise completely
normalized public space. Within mundane everyday moments, strangeness creeps in through the
feeling of suspension and an unnatural color palette. The other worldly colors interrupt what would
be a completely ordinary setting. In a room full of anticipation, objects become charged, a vending
machine or a hotplate could be a portal to another world where “Whoever passes from one to the
other finds himself physically and magic-religiously in a special situation for a certain length of
time: he wavers between two worlds”8.

Two Sailing Wait (4/4)

Standing next to a vending machine in the lounge, he digs deep
into his pocket for the last necessary quarter. He was lucky to
have found this quarter on the sidewalk only hours earlier, for
without it there would be no way to get this bag of Old Dutch
Ketchup chips from the lounge vending machine. He pushes the last
quarter with his index finger into the slot of the machine with
satisfaction. Carefully, he presses the combined buttons “D” and
then “11”. The metal coil of the slot representing D11 slowly
recedes, pressing forward the desired chips. They fall gently
creating a weak sound. After retrieving them from an open hole in
the bottom of the vending machine he pulls apart the bag,

8

Gennep, Arnold van. The Rites of Passage, trans. Monika B. Vizedom and Gabrielle L. Caffee,
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1960 pg.18
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releasing the air from the bag and expelling the smell of ketchup
and canola oil into the air. He looks around the lounge hoping to
see someone he knows from his area of the island. He needs to find
a ride or he will be stuck walking 45 mins home in the dark.
Across the room he sees a girl in a fuchsia coat. He knows her
from high school and she is going in his direction, but he feels
too stoned to ask. He decides to speak to her only if she ends up
being his last resort.

The Emerald (Neon Dream)

Perched at the bar, I slide fifteen dollars that stick slightly to the palm of my hand
towards a distracted bartender. Waiting anxiously for the next drink my eyes drift
around the room hoping to meet someone interesting. Inside The Emerald the clamoring
conversation of the crowd competes against a blaring stereo sound. Twinkling colored
christmas lights mix with purple neon signage and faux low lit Tiffany lights that are
blown out by six tv screens. The dimly lit corners of the bar hide the truth of its age and
cleanliness, while floral perfumed patrons disguise its sanitized wood scent. On the
street, entangled tongued strangers giggle beneath dirty awnings that glow from the
interior lights that flood through the window. Into the early morning, when the lights
come on as the last call is made, before the last person leaves and the night shifts to
dawn. I complain to a friend who sits next to me about the holes that the past made in
the future. In the bar, yesterday and tomorrow are all the same. Laughing he replies,
16

“It’s always Wednesday for you”.
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